
• I wanted to become an engineer but ________ I changed my mind

•There’s nothing better _______ a cup of hot tea when you’re cold.

•Meet Anna, my ____________ old friend

•The adult male __________ is called a stag.

•Every person is entitled to ___________ trial

•The bus _________ increases every year

• I still don’t know ____________ they are planning to come

• If the _____________ is fine, we’ll go out tonight



• Leave me alone and let me read my newspaper in _________!

•This ___________ of music was composed by a very young man.

•We are organizing a second-hand book _______ in our school.

•The ship will ________ from Hamburg on Monday

•The company must have an Internet __________

•The ___________ of the sea made me feel relaxed

•That thing is made of stainless ____________

•His plan was to __________ a car and drive to Mexico



Phrasals

Cut down on smth



Cut in



Cut off Cut out

Cut up



Prepositions

Travel BY car, bus, plane, etc…

BUT:

I can’t sleep ON a plane

Food will be served ON a bus

We talked IN a taxi on our way home



AS versus LIKE

•Jane looks like a famous actress today!

•Laura has worked as a librarian for three years.



•Do it like this

•Can you sing like John?

•Write it like him

•Do it as you should do

•Sing as he sings

•Write as you are told

+ as you know, as usual, as we expected, as he said, such as



EMPHASIZING without VERY

•Jane is much better

•He looks much older

•I paid much more than I should

•There were many more people

•There was far less water

•We’ve got far more books



VERY

•At that VERY moment

•Those were his VERY words

•At the VERY end

•That VERY girl


